
Email Copywriting Essentials

How to write compelling emails that engage and convert



A.I.D.A.

Attention - get the customers attention

Interest - build their interest

Desire - create their desire

Action - get them to take action



Goals

➢ Identify the 3 main types of marketing emails

➢ Send the right type of email for a particular marketing message

➢ Employ best practices to meet your business goals with your emails

➢ Choose the right email content to satisfy your customer's needs

➢ Increase sales and profits without ‘selling’ in your emails

➢ Write powerful email subject lines that boost your open rates

➢ Create compelling calls to action in your emails

➢ Create an action plan that implements your new email copywriting 

skills



The Three Key Types of Emails and Their Benefits

•Broadcast emails

•Autoresponder emails

•Transactional emails



Broadcast Emails

Sent to all your subscribers or a specific group of 
subscribers at one point in time



One-time sales
Promotional 

events
Seasonal 

announcements

Newsletter 
content

Business 
relocation

Industry-relevant 
breaking news

Change in policy
Unscheduled 

updates
Blog broadcasts

Digests
Any other time or 

date-sensitive 
communications



Transactional Emails

Sent when some type of transaction occurs

("behavior triggered")



Product request 
notification

• A customer has made a previous request for a 
particular product that was unavailable

Order 
confirmation 

• Confirms an order has been made

Customer 
service 

communication

• Confirm that someone communicated with your 
customer service team

Shipping 
confirmation

• Confirming that an order has shipped

Sales receipt • Confirmation of a purchase



Autoresponder Emails

Sequence set to go out as soon as someone “triggers” it

(opts in or signs up to your email list)



Your reader is the focus

Solve problems without asking for a sale

Always provide value of some kind

Deliver on a consistent basis

Don't send an email just for the sake of it

Content is evergreen

Follow the AIDA marketing formula



Thank you for signing 
up/

registering/
purchasing

Reminder of 
download/receipt/confir

mation

Value-packed email 
content

Sales opportunity or 
special offer

Customer survey asking 
about needs etc.

Bonus gift or freebie
Value-packed email 

content
Sales opportunity or 

special offer

Testimonial/social proof 
and restatement of offer 

made previously
Keeping in touch

More value-packed 
email content



What To Write

- Who am I writing to?

- What do I know about my products and services?

- Am I writing to sell or to inform?

- What did I talk about in the last few emails?

- What are my current business needs?

- What are my competitors writing about?

- Is there any time-sensitive information I need to convey?

- What have my readers asked for?

- What problems, needs, and desires do my readers have?

- Am I writing for the right reason?



‘From’ Name

Subject Line

Pre-header

Body

Close

Signature

P.S.



Write Great Subject Lines
➢ Keep spammy words out of your subject line – free, help, % off, reminder, deal, sale ending soon, perfect, etc. 

➢ Steer clear of Internet slang – can lead to poor open rates, and make you look unprofessional (unless fits audience).

➢ Use numbers – "7" works better than "seven" for engagement. Use the numeral, don't spell it out.

➢ Don’t write in all capital letters – this is the Internet's way of shouting.

➢ Keep them short – 50 or fewer characters is best.

➢ Don't use these symbols – !, *, $, %, #, @ and other symbols can trigger a spam filter.

➢ Grab attention – your email doesn't get read if your subject line does not grab your reader’s attention.

➢ Localize your subject line – if you can include your reader's city name you improve the chance of having your email read.

➢ Change frequently – don't use the same subject line repetitively, as this drops your readership over time.

➢ Never make a false promise – your subject line must relate to your email body.

➢ Be shocking or controversial – just don't overdo it.

➢ Test, test, test – sometimes simple is best. Humor works occasionally. Long subject lines sometimes perform better than short 
ones. Constantly split-test your subject lines.



P.A.S.

In a broadcast or autoresponder email, remember to apply the AIDA principle. You’ve already grabbed your 
reader’s attention with your subject line. You piqued attention with your pre-header. Now you need to build on 
that attention and interest, and create some desire.

One simple way to do that is to open the body of your email by stating a big problem that your reader has. You 
then agitate or aggravate that problem. Explain a worst-case scenario if that problem isn’t solved. You explain 
how your product or service is the solution to that problem, and offer supporting social proof in the form of 
testimonials, statistics or case studies. 

This is known as the PAS copywriting formula. When the PAS formula is used in your email body copy, inside your 
AIDA structure, you have 2 psychologically powerful components on your side.

This flow sets up your copy perfectly for the next structural piece of your email, your closing call to action.



Compelling CTA’s That Convert

➢ Say "get" or "enroll" instead of "order" or "buy".

➢ Match your CTA with the copy of your landing page.

➢ Use a time-sensitive message.

➢ Include scarcity if at all possible.

➢ Be clear. Tell them exactly what to do.

➢ Continually test different calls to action.

➢ Repeat the "big message" in your subject line and email body.

➢ Keep it short, take out the fluff.

➢ Use just 1 call to action per email.



Email Best Practices
➢Be consistent – be uniquely yourself, but consistent nonetheless. Consistency in your delivery frequency is also important.

➢Write for a smooth, logical flow – read your email out loud. Wherever it feels unclear, rethink the order and transitions.

➢Tell a story – stories are captivating, engaging and entertaining. Tell a story in your email if at all possible.

➢Use power and action words – amazing, sensational, action, powerful, secret, inspire, increase, discover, and announcing are just 
a few examples.

➢Use you, your, and yourself – limit the use of "I" and "me" in your emails.

➢Repeat your main message several times – you definitely want your main message delivered "above the fold" at least once.

➢Stay relevant to your subject line – you must deliver on whatever promise you made in your subject line.

➢Check for accuracy – don't assume that facts and figures are correct.

➢Don't send email on Monday and Friday – in general, this will lower your open rates.

➢Be specific – Say "my friend John" instead of "a friend of mine".

➢Mention your call to action early in your body copy – this must be a soft reference, and not a hard sell.

➢Try to avoid the words "click here" in your call to action – "get your free e-book" or "download now" are better alternatives.


